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When most people think of waves, they think of the waves of water. But light and sound also travel like waves. The light wave, like the water wave, is an example of a transverse wave that causes outrage in the environment perpendicular to the direction of the coming wave. In the diagram below, you can also see how
cross-waves form crests and gutters. The distance between any two ridges (or any two troughs) is the wavelength, while the height of the crest (or the depth of the trough) is the amplitude. Frequency refers to the number of ridges or troughs that pass a fixed point per second. The frequency of light waves determines its
color, with higher frequencies producing colors at the blue and purple end of the spectrum and lower frequencies producing colors at the red end of the spectrum. Advertising sound waves are not cross waves. These are longitudinal waves created by a type of mechanical vibration that produces a number of
compressions and rarefractions in the environment. Take a wooden spirit tool, such as a clarinet. When you blow into the clarinet, the thin cane begins to vibrate. The vibrating cane first pushes against air molecules (environments) and then pulls away. This leads to an area where all air molecules are pressed together
and, next to it, an area where air molecules spread far apart. As these compressions and rare facts spread from one point to another, they form a longitudinal wave, with the disturbance in the environment moving in the same direction as the wave itself. If you study the wave chart above, you will see that longitudinal
waves have the same basic characteristics as cross-waves. They have a wavelength (the distance between two compressions), amplitude (the amount that is compressed in the environment) and the frequency (the number of compressions that pass a fixed point per second). The amplitude of a sound wave determines
its intensity, or volume. The frequency of the sound wave determines its height, while the higher frequencies produce higher notes. For example, the open sixth string of the guitar vibrates at a frequency of 82,407 hertz (cycles per second) and produces a lower height. The open first line vibrates at a frequency of 329.63
hertz and produces a higher height. As we will see in the next section, the Doppler effect is directly related to the frequency of the wave, whether it is from water, light or sound. Dried air, light hair is great, except that most of us require a little more work than just a towel drying to get a lighter look. And let's be honest,
sometimes that I-don't even try the style so meh anyway, what's the point? There's a glorious middle though where the energy input is minimal and the pretty effect is maxed out. All you need to get are there are three simple tips. Cut: The first step is to take a more laid-back version of your hair to love as it falls And it's all
about Almost everything looks good with long layers around the face, says hairdresser Guido. It adds to the softness. There's something very fashionable about feeling easy with your hair. Your hairdresser needs to know where to start slicing, but most face framing pieces start near the chin and super down from the
there.__Style:__Carefree, sexy hair needs three things: body, texture, and a bit of clutter. Use curling tongs to add curves to straight hair and loosen the spirals into curly hair. Don't start too high, just around your eyes, and use it as randomly as possible, guido says. The less symmetry, the more natural it will look. Top it
with a mist of textured spray for some sand. Finish: So you have flattering, light hair that lie perfectly around your face and has enough swirling movement. Awesome. But if it still seems a little dull, Guido's tip for the finishing touch will class him, stat. Braid or twist (section) and put a big barrette in, he says. Little things
like that make a big difference without looking forced. Even if you take half your hair and twist it back with a pin or wrap the braid around your head and put a little brooch on the side, charming. Try something. For more style inspiration, check out this pretty crown braid-tail tutorial: Go to the main contentSparked by the



booming tech industry, re-energized by the art scene and cutting-edge architecture to add to San Francisco's bountiful charms15 September 2015A rendering San Francisco Museum of Contemporary Art an extension of architecture firm Sn'hetta. A steep stretch of California Street. Family style dining at Progress.The
design shop in March offers smart utensils and kitchen utensils. The Bay Lights installation on the Bay Bridge will become permanent starting in early 2016.Essential reading at William Stout Architectural Books.The Renzo Piano designed by the California Academy of Sciences building in Golden Gate Park is topped with
a green roof. Chef April Bloomfield at Cafe Tosca, a longtime San Francisco favorite she recently took over. Elegantly spare dining in Vase.Bud vases and utensils at Heath Ceramics.Lazy Bear restaurant, which uses the ticketing system instead of booking. Homewares emporium Hudson Grace. While most of us would
like to spend every hour of this summer on the ocean, the calls on duty. However, that doesn't mean we can't recreate our favorite side effect of beauty day well spent on the beach: that perfectly light, salty water sculpted wavy hair. There's no need to spend a dime on sea salt spray because chances are you have all the
ingredients to make it yourself lying around. The secret of our recipe? Instead of the gel that most rest require, we went with pomade-you'll shy away from crisis, leaving your locks to flow freely in the summer breeze. Start with Hair and you're only five steps away from the quintessential summer do: What you need Katie
Friedman to spray a bottle of 1 cup of hot water 1-2 teaspoons sea salt (more for a more beachy look) 1 tablespoon coconut oil, Argan oil, or 1/2 each (we would like to use both!) 1/2 teaspoon leave in a tongue-in-air smear of lipstick or water-based gel We chose conditioner and pomade that both have excellent flavors
to compliment coconut oil, leaving your hair smelling extra beachy - not to mention fantastic! Try: Moroccan Oil Pure Argan Oil, $50; moroccanoil.com Beauty and Decangle Protection, $22; birchbox.com Bumblebee and Bumblebee Semisumo Lipstick, $28; bumbleandbumble.com Step 1 By Katie Friedman Add Hot
Water to a Spray Bottle. Step 2 Katie Friedman Measure and add ingredients. Step 3 Katie Friedman shake it up. (A minute or two should do the job.) Step 4 Katie Friedman spray liberally with a towel of dried hair. Step 5 Scrunch, scrunch, scrunch. Try putting it in a large, loose braid for a while, and/or on top of your
head in a loose knot until it dries. When it's almost dry, let your hair down, scrunch a few more and let it completely dry air. This vual! Now you have beach castles. Surfing got up! This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be
able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Lloyd Brown colleagues described it as creatively reckless - great at ideas but a little fine porcelain. Before moving to Yahoo, Brown created Grey's Anatomy, Lost, and Desperate Housewives for ABC until his head-butting with Michael Eisner got him
pushed out. Now he's the new honcho on Yahoo's media group, tasked with inventing, as the New York Times expressed him, a medium that connects television showmanship with internet interactivity. Brown has already lured several of the network's leading execs and moved his NoCal crew to Santa Monica. This fall,
he patted director Richard Bangs to create an adventure series, starting with a grueling ascent to Iger. Not a bad metaphor, really. Hollywood studios like mathematician Robert Rodriguez: Take a relatively small production budget (his first film, El Mariachi, costs $7,000; Sin City costs $45 million), run it through a digital
camera, and comes out with a lot of money, nearly $600 million to date. Rodriguez funded Mariachi as a guinea pig in a drug court, but those days are long gone. Now the man behind digital movies like Desperado and Spy Kids shoots under his Troublemaker Studio banner from his home in Austin. Rodriguez records his
characters on a blue screen, later creating the entire set in digital format, format, frees it up to focus on performance. He's already working on a prequel to Sin City (it's not above a small franchise building) and on a black-and-white feature called Grindhouse with quentin Tarantino. Each director makes an hour-long
segment that will be packed together and made to look old, says Rodriguez. The film will be sold as a double feature as a night in the cinema, complete with trailers and movie reels of movies that don't exist. We're betting that if Rodriguez can turn Tarantino, a longtime celluloid purist, into a digital faith, then the rest of
Hollywood can't be far behind. Steven Soderbergh, directormore kids should do like Steven Soderbergh and just skip college. Director of sex, lies, and videotapes and movements becomes one of the most notable innovators of cinema (see Maverick Mogul, page 70). Its upcoming bubble, a murder mystery shot on high-
definition video cameras along the Ohio-West Virginia border, will appear simultaneously in January in theaters, on DVD, and on TV-direct slap industry practices and does not employ actors, only locals. Soderbergh may be philosophically opposed to studio interference, but he keeps his options open: He has more than
a dozen films at various stages of production within the studio system, including Che, starring Benicio Del Toro. Give this man a diploma. Ann Sweeney, Disney-ABC TVAnne Sweeney is no stranger to power lists magazines. As president of the Disney-ABC television group, she's rethinking what it means to watch TV.
But she wields her influence unnoticed. When her boss, Bob Iger, took credit for a new IPod video coup (and chummed it up with Steve Jobs at the opening), Sweeney, one of the architects of the deal (this will make ABC hits available to iPod users starting in October), stayed in the background. And when Disney took a
shot of the guilds about the remnants, Sweeney took a bullet and defended the move-not surprisingly, from a woman who once gave an ad to an exec Kevlar vest during a particularly rocky period. Prior to Disney, Sweeney earned a reputation as a turn artist on Nickelodeon and FX. She tends to hire creative people and
let them do their thing. And it seems to be paying off just fine: Disney posted a record $998 million profit for the third quarter of 2005. She won't need a vest anytime soon. Blair Westlake, MicrosoftBlair Westlake joined Microsoft in 2004 after the software giant realized that it had to lay some sugar on Hollywood if gizmos
such as its Media Center and Xbox 360 were ever going to do so as movie platforms. Who better to sweeten the pot, after all, than the former head of Universal Studios' television division? Now, with the living room overwhelming the theatre as the place of choice for the inert and with Microsoft creating a PC as a living
room fixture- leveled (scary) behind the cattle from Seattle. Westlake's vice president of media and technology convergence has already smeared the work by supporting intellectual property protection studios. This should buy the company a lot of goodwill if and when Hollywood builds its own distribution pipeline home.
Bill Gates should be on the edge of his seat. Morgan Freeman, ClickStarOscar award-winning actor Morgan Freeman has gone from driving Miss Daisy to driving old-school Hollywood insane. In July, Freeman announced that he was in a team with Intel to launch ClickStar, a startup based in Santa Monica, California,
built to distribute movies on computers at the same time they are released in theaters. ClickStar, Freeman announced, is designed to deliver the first launch of premium entertainment to moviegoers around the world, and make the film easier to buy than a pirate. The company will not build any actual hardware by simply
tapping its Hollywood connections to deliver movies on platforms built by companies such as Microsoft or TiVo. Movie theater owners may not like the ClickStar plan, but the company believes it has found a way to circumvent their objections: pay them. After parting ways with Disney (and losing the Miramax library, which
includes Pulp Fiction, Goodwill Hunt and Shakespeare in Love, not to mention a company that made $4.5 billion at the box office and collected 53 Oscars in 10 years), Harvey and Brother Bob did what any heavyweight entrepreneurs would do: They started all over again. And now, with a little help from Goldman Sachs,
the Weinstein Co. is on track to create a new $1 billion machine with interests in movies, Broadway musicals, music, publishing and video games. Harvey has already signed deals with directors such as Robert Rodriguez and quentin Tarantino. And Cablevision's strategic pact should allow it to control everything from
production through multiplatform distributions. Scary is not a word people often use to describe Comcast CEO Brian Roberts. But as head of the nation's largest cable operator, he certainly has the bandwidth to strike terror in the Los Angeles establishment. In late October, Roberts raised his fears a notch by announcing
that Comcast was increasing its video-on-demand content to 250 titles, to a roster of 800 films per month. It may only be one small step for Comcast customers, but it's a giant leap toward Roberts' philosophical goal of releasing films simultaneously on cable and in theaters. And with his call for major networks to feed
their cable operators' programs on-demand basis (just like abc will pip Desperate on iPods), Roberts isn't going to soothe many nerves in Old Hollywood.Kevin Tsujihara, Warner Bros.No could accuse the film studio of being early early But if one studio was ahead of the package, seeing the huge potential up the DVD, it
was Warner Bros. And now that this cow has dried up, Warner nodded to Kevin Tsujihara, the man who he hopes will lead the studio to the next green pasture, video on demand. Tsujihara, an 11-year Warner veteran, was promoted in October to lead video, wireless and online operations, as well as games and anti-
piracy. As if that weren't enough, Warner also gave it his new digital distribution unit (video-on-demand, electronic video sales and pay-per-view). This puts 41-year-old Tsujihara in charge of the most important technological transition the studio has faced in decades (no pressure, Kev!). That means he's going to be
Warner's next superhero or his next fall boyfriend. Bud Mayo, AccessITBud Mayo began his career as an IBM computer salesman in 1965, and he still sells. Mayo founded AccessIT in hopes of getting every theater in America transformed into digital distribution and projection. It has already pledged to make 150 screens
in working order by the end of the year and about 4,000 by October 2007. He even predicts that all 36,000 American screens could be refitted in a decade. To get people to even listen though (especially theater owners horrified by the $100,000 cost of the conversion), took some smooth talk. Everyone in Hollywood was
waiting for someone to show them the way, Mayo says. His mantra is No Theatre is left behind, and his recent partnership with projector maker Christie Digital Systems should achieve this. It standardizes format, delivery and distribution and even creates a payment plan to keep out-of-pocket costs for theaters on par
with analogue. Analog. types of sea waves pdf. types of sea waves ppt. different types of sea waves. two types of sea waves. how many types of sea waves. 2 types of sea waves. what types of sea waves are there. all types of waves sea
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